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they turned with fury upon Yeats and his friends who
disparaged the literary value of writings which older
Nationalists held as sacred, from Moore's Melodies
down to the rallying song " God Save Ireland."
Nevertheless Hyde and Yeats, each in his own way,
succeeded far beyond the limits of ordinary expecta-
tion. Each created his own centre of culture : each
centre spread, and each affected the other. Yeats
and those who followed him in increasing numbers
learnt to find in the Irish mythology a field almost
unexploited; and here they got leading not only
from the Gaelic League but from another Anglo-Irish
writer, trained in Trinity College. Standish James
O'Grady had an influence far greater than the measure
of his own finished work. Also, the poets learnt to
look in Gaelic for rhythms, strange to English verse,
yet, as Yeats proved, capable of delightful adaptation
to ' it. On-the other hand, the students of Gaelic
literature learnt'from the poets to seek in that store-
house for- poetry rather than for rhetoric. Again,
outside the literature of invention/ Irish history began
to be approached in a new and less partisan spirit.
The two most laborious scholars of the Anglo-Irish
school, Bagwell and Orpen, modified, indeed, little
of the stiffness of their attitude, and proceeded some-
what on the assumption that nothing mattered in
Irish history but the actions of the Anglo-Irish
stock. Yet those who worked on the other side of
the dividing line did not fail to profit by the labour
of these industrious quarrymen; and perhaps the most
judicial account of Irish history yet given came
from a Catholic priest, Father d'Alton: while in the
Trinity College circle, Cassar Litton Falkiner, one
of those who were class-mates with Douglas Hyde,
showed in all his historical studies how the most
controversial issues could be handled thoroughly, com-
petently, and with generous candour. His untimely
death took away one of those who was doing most
to create in the historical field an Irish culture that

